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Introduction  

 Turbo codes, invented in 1993, have outstanding error 

correction performance, and have become one of the important 

research topics [1]. Hard decision and also Soft Output Viterbi 

Algorithms (SOVA) were also used for error correction in many 

applications. Among FEC schemes, convolutional encoding and 

Viterbi decoding [2] are the most popular because of their 

powerful coding-gain performances. A Turbo decoder gives a 

better performance when a MAP algorithm is employed. The 

computational complexity of the MAP algorithm was drastically 

reduced [3] by converting it from the probability domain to the 

logarithmic domain. The Log-MAP algorithm which is the 

derivative of the MAP (Maximum A Posteriori) algorithm is 

used in the implementation of turbo codes as it offers the best 

performance when compared to the Max-Log-MAP and the 

Viterbi algorithms. The Log-MAP algorithm is also superior 

with respect to the coding gain over the soft output Viterbi 

algorithm (SOVA) [4] that produces qualitatively inferior soft 

outputs. The storage of state metrics for the whole frame is 

mandatory before the likelihood decisions could be obtained, in 

a MAP decoder not using the sliding window technique requires 

large amount of memory.  

 The performance comparison of convolution code for IS -95 

and turbo coded CDMA 2000 over Rayleigh fading channel is 

discussed in [5],  Simulation is carried out in Rayleigh fading 

environment and it was observed that the turbo code performs 

better than convolution codes. Turbo code drastically improves 

the performance compared to convolutional codes even at low 

SNRs also. Turbo codes have three enhancements in the coding 

area. These include the use of recursive systematic convolutional 

(RSC) codes, interleaving and the separation of intrinsic and 

extrinsic information in the decoder for cooperation. The 

performance of turbo codes improves with increasing interleaver 

size due to the larger interleaver gain [6], [7]. However as the 

interleaver size increases it is difficult to use turbo codes in low 

transmission delay real time voice communications.  

 Turbo codes have shown very good performance in the 

AWGN channel. Specific guidelines for the optimal design of 

the constituent RSC codes have been proposed by Montorsi [8, 

9]. It is shown that turbo codes also perform very well in fast 

fading channels [10, 11] and it is also shown that turbo codes 

perform poorly in slow fading channels [12, 13]. In quasi-static 

fading channels with considerable antenna diversity 

performance of turbo codes depends on the turbo codes 

parameters [14]. This paper is structured as follows. Section II 

describes the turbo encoder. Section III describes the turbo 

decoders. Simulation results are presented in Section IV. Section 

V concludes the work. 

Turbo Encoder 

 The first turbo encoder was introduced in 1993 by Berrou et 

al. [15]. Since then several schemes have been proposed.  A 

turbo encoder is   formed from the   parallel or series 

concatenation of convolutional codes separated by interleavers. 

Most of the turbo coding design follows the following 

characteristics. The encoders used are normally identical; the 

code is in a systematic form, i.e. the input bits also occur in the 

output. The interleaver reads the bits in a pseudo-random order. 

 The structure of a rate 1/3 turbo encoder is shown in Fig. 1. 

Two identical convolutional encoders are used. The information 

bits undergo a pseudo random interleaving (block I) before 

being fed into the second convolutional encoder. Accordingly, a 

turbo code is a block coding scheme where a block of K 

information bits are buffered prior to interleaving. Many types 

of interleavers can be used, provided they are sufficiently 
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random. Interleaver makes the two constituent encoders appear 

uncorrelated at the receiver. 

 Each convolutional encoder is based on a RSC code. Fig. 2 

shows a simple 4-state example. The operation of the encoder 

can be summarized by the trellis diagram which shows the bit 

pairs output for each possible transition between successive 

states [16].  
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encoder #2 I 
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Fig. 1: Fundamental turbo code encoder 
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Xk 
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Fig.2: Recursive Systematic Convolutional RSC code 

 
Fig 3: MAP Turbo Decoder 

Turbo Decoder  

 The structure of a turbo decoder is shown in Fig.3. It 

consists of a pair of decoders which work cooperatively in order 

to refine and improve the estimate of the original information 

bits. The decoders are based on the MAP algorithm and output 

soft decision information learned from the noisy parity bits. 

Initially decoder #1 starts without initialization information (a 

priori estimates are set to zero).   In subsequent iterations, the 

soft decision information of one decoder is used to initialize the 

other decoder. The decoder information is cycled around the 

loop until the soft decisions converge on a stable set of values. 

The latter soft decisions are then sliced to recover the original 

binary sequence [17]. The MAP algorithm minimizes the 

probability of bit error by using the entire received sequence to 

identify the most probable bit at each stage of the trellis. The 

MAP algorithm does not constrain the set of bit estimates to 

necessarily correspond to a valid path through the trellis. So the 

results can differ from those generated by a Viterbi decoder 

which identifies the most probable valid path through the trellis. 

For the very first iteration no extrinsic information is available 

from MAP decoder #2, so the apriori (La) information is set to 

zero. The branch probabilities can be calculated from the noisy 

observations according to Eq.1. 
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The term αk(s‟) in Eq.2 is the probability of arriving at a branch 

in a particular state and the sequence of noisy observations y‟1, 

k= y‟1 y‟2 y‟3……….. y‟k which led up to that state. By summing 

over all paths leading into that state gives a forward recursion 

for calculating αk(s‟) in terms of the values of γk(s‟,s). 
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To begin the forward recursion, forward state probabilities must 

be initialized. In turbo coders all convolutional encoders are 

started in state 0. Thus the forward recursion can begin with: 
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The term βk(s) in Eq.4 is the probability of exiting a branch via a 

particular state s and the sequence of noisy observations y‟k+1,K= 

y‟k+1 y‟k+2 y‟k+3……….. y‟K which finish off the trellis. By 

summing over all paths exiting that state backward recursion can 

be done for calculating βk(s) in terms of the values of γk(s‟,s). 
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To begin the backward recursion we need to initialize the 

backward state probabilities. Convolutional encoder #1 is 

usually terminated at state 0. However, in general, the final state 

for convolutional encoder #2 is data dependent and unknown 

beforehand. A uniform distribution for the final state of encoder 

#2 may be assumed. A suitable initialization (where the number 

of states in the convolutional encoder is 2
v
) is shown in Eq.5 and 

Eq.6 for decoder #1 and decoder #2 respectively. 
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The MAP soft decisions are defined as the log likelihood ratio 

which is shown Eq.7 and Eq.8. 
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MAP log likelihood is divided into three distinct components as 

given in Eq. 9. 
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 The first term La(xk) is the apriori information. This information 

is the initial estimate prior to running the MAP algorithm. The 

second term Lc.xk‟ is the information provided by that part of the 
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noisy observation. The third term Le(xk)is the „extrinsic‟ 

information from the parity constraint.  

Max-Log MAP Algorithm 

 The MAP algorithm is simplified to Max-Log MAP 

algorithm by transforming the equations of branch probability, 

forward recursion, backward recursion and Lmap into the natural 

log arithmetic domain and then using the approximation given in 

Equation 10. 

)(max)ln( ii

xi xe 
           (10) 

                                       

where  means the maximum value of .Then, branch 

probabilities Γk(s`,s), forward recursion  Ak(s) and backward 

recursion Bk(s) and for Max-log-MAP algorithms are defined 

below. Branch probabilities of transition from previous state s’ 

to present state s is given by Equation 11. 
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Forward recursions are calculated as follows. 
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Equation 12 implies that for each path (transition from the 

previous stage s’ in the trellis to the present stage s), the 

algorithm adds a branch metric term Γk(s’,s) to the previous 

value of forward recursion Ak(s’) to find a new value Ãk(s) for 

that path. The new value of Ak(s) according to Equation 12 is 

then the maximum of the values of the various paths reaching 

the state. This can be thought of as selecting one path as the 

“survivor” and discarding any other paths reaching the state. 

Similar to the forward recursion, we can rewrite backward 

recursion as            
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Finally, the a-posteriori LLRs can be calculated by 
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 This means that in the Max-Log-MAP algorithm for each 

bit xk the a-posteriori LLR  (LMAP) is calculated by considering 

every transition from the trellis stage s’ to the stage s. These 

transitions are grouped into those that might have occured if, 

xk=+1 and those that might have occurred if xk= -1. For both of 

these groups the transition giving the maximum value of [Ak-

1(s’)+Γk(s’,s)+Bk(s)] is found, and the a-posteriori LLR is 

calculated based on only these two “best” transitions. For a 

binary trellis, there will be (2*2
K-1

) transitions at each stage of 

the trellis, where K is the constraint length of the convolutional 

code. Therefore, there will be 2
K-1

 transitions to consider in each 

of the maximizations in Equation 14. The calculation of 

extrinsic information is same as for MAP algorithm. 

Log MAP Algorithm 

 The Max-Log-MAP algorithm gives a slight degradation in 

performance compared to the MAP algorithm due to the 

approximation of Equation 10. When used for the iterative 

decoding of turbo codes, Robertson et al found this degradation 

to result in a drop in performance of about 0.35 dB. However, 

the approximation of Equation 4.1 can be made exact by using 

the Jacobian logarithm: 
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where fc(x) can be called as the correction term. This forms the 

basis of the Log-MAP algorithm proposed by Robertson, 

Villebrun and Hoeher. Similar to the Max Log MAP algorithm, 

the forward recursions Ak(s), backward recursions Bk(s) and 

branch probabilities Γk(s`,s) are calculated which are the natural 

logarithmic versions of αk(s), βk(s) and γk(s`,s) respectively. 

However, the maximization in Equations 12 and 13 is 

complemented by the correction term given in Equation 15. This 

means that the exact rather than approximate values of Ak(s) and 

Bk(s) are calculated. The Jacobian logarithm given by Equation 

15 can be used to eliminate the approximation of the LLR (LMAP) 

given in Equation 14. However, as explained earlier, there will 

be 2
K-1

 transitions to consider in each of the maximizations of 

Equation 14. Thus we must generalize Equation 15 in order to 

cope with more than two xi terms. This is done by nesting the 

g(x1, x2) operations as follows. 
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The correction term fc(x) need not be computed for every value 

of x, but instead can be stored in a look-up table. This means that 

the Log-MAP algorithm is only slightly more complex than the 

Max-Log-MAP algorithm, but it gives better performance 

compared to the Max Log MAP algorithm. Therefore it is a very 

attractive algorithm to use in the component decoders of an 

iterative turbo decoder. The correction factor consideration can 

be as follows. 
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     33.0  x4                (17) 

Simulation Results 

 The performance study of MAP, Log MAP and Max Log 

MAP algorithms for different constraint lengths, generator 

polynomials is presented. The performance measure parameter 

used for these algorithms is bit error rate. The original message 

is encoded for chosen generator polynomial and noise is 

introduced by AWGN channel for a given SNR. This is given as 

an input to the MAP, Log MAP and Max Log MAP decoders for 

decoding. BER is calculated for different SNR without varying 

generator polynomial. The process is repeated for different 

generator polynomials of same length. Varying generator 

polynomial length, different SNR vs BER plots are obtained. 

Processing time is also calculated for different input 

polynomials. Varying generator polynomial length processing 

time is calculated. 

 The performance analysis of MAP algorithm for the two 

different generator polynomials data 1 and data 2 keeping 

constraint length (CL) three is done. The performance is same 

for both the polynomials for the low SNRs.  The block length 

considered for both the constraint lengths is ten. From these two 

simulations it was observed that as the generator polynomial 

changes the BER also changes. The Fig. 4 shows the variation in 

BER for different generator polynomials for the same set of 

received inputs. The block length considered is ten. It was 

observed that as the generator polynomial changes the BER also 

changes. 

 
Fig 4: Performance Analysis of MAP for CL=6            

 
Fig 5: Performance Analysis of MAP for different block sizes 

To study the impact of selection of block size on the 

performance of decoder, the block size was also varied. Fig.5 

shows the impact of the variation in the block size on the BER 

for different SNR for the given constrain length. Four different 

block sizes are considered for the decoding are 5, 10, 20 and 50. 

It may be observed that as the block size changes the BER also 

changes. From the Fig. 5 it may be concluded that the BER is 

less for the block size of 5 and it is more for the block size of 50. 

As the block length becomes too much less overhead also 

become more. By plotting the BER performance for a particular 

application the block length can be decided.   

 
Fig 6: Time taken by the Decoder for different polynomials 

for the CL=6 

     
Fig 7: Time taken by the MAP decoder 

Time taken by the MAP decoder for the different 

polynomials for the constraint length of 6 is plotted in Fig. 9. It 

may be concluded that time taken by the MAP decoder will vary 

for polynomial to polynomial. Fig. 7 shows the time taken by the 

turbo MAP decoding algorithm as the length of the generator 

polynomials changes. It may be observed that the time taken 

varies for the same set of received data as the constraint length 

changes; it increases as the constraint length increases.  

 
Fig 8: Performance comparison CL=4 for set 2 

 
Fig 9: Performance comparison for CL=5 set 1 

  
Fig 10: Performance comparison CL=5 - set 2 
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Fig 11: Performance comparison CL=5 set-1 Block length 20 

 Performance comparison of MAP, Log MAP and Max Log 

Map for the constraint length of three is done for two different 

set of polynomials with block size 10. It was observed that MAP 

performance is better compared to other two, and for the lower 

SNR Max Log Map performance is better compared to Log 

MAP. 

 Similarly the performance comparison of the three 

algorithms is made for the constraint lengths of four and five for 

two sets of inputs.  Fig 10 shows the performance comparison of 

three algorithms for another set of input. Performance of 

comparison considering block length 20 is shown in Fig. 11.  

Conclusion 

 Bit Error Rate (BER) performance analysis of MAP, Log 

MAP and Max Log MAP turbo decoding algorithms in wireless 

AWGN channels has been demonstrated in this paper. BER 

performance of MAP is done; from the results it may be 

concluded that performance changes as the generator polynomial 

changes as well as the constraint length changes. It is observed 

that as the constraint length increases the performance also 

improves. As the constraint length increases the time required to 

decode also increases. The performance of the MAP increases as 

the block length decreases.  

  In MAP, Log MAP and Max Log MAP turbo decoding 

algorithms in wireless AWGN channels; the performance of the 

MAP is better for any given constraint length and generator 

polynomial. The performance of Max Log MAP found to be 

better compared to Log MAP for lower SNR.   
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